The MessageSpring
Connected Community:

Making the
“Disconnect”
PROBLEM: So often municipalities rely on

expensive technology to communicate with
residents across multiple channels. It’s more than
a waste of money. It’s a waste of time since these
messages generally don't get read, especially if
they are not in the resident's native language.
Here are some common communication issues
cities face using their current technology:

Lacks Inclusivity & Accessibility
You may be communicating with residents, but
not always in a language they can read.
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Messages aren’t always read due to the overload
of communication residents receive daily.

Requires Too Many Tools & Logins
All the disparate communication tools and logins
are impossible for you to master, and just as hard
for residents to use.

Increases Admin Work
Sending out multiple messages often means
using different platforms, and that takes time.

Limits Flexibility to Communicate
Often only one admin sends messages for all city
departments. Which means the communication
may not get sent right away, or not sent at all.

From elections to emergencies, you can’t
expect residents to turn to your website for
urgent and real-time information. But if they
don’t get this critical information, and it’s not
in the language they understand, it can
quickly turn into bad PR for for your city.
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City Hall

River stages are near flood
level. Begin evacuating.

Board meeting tonight on
rezoning for downtown
commercial development.

Residential Trash Service
A reminder that bulk trash
pickup will be next Thursday.

SOLUTION: There are many communication

barriers cities face when trying to engage with
their diverse residents. But with MessageSpring,
your city now has one platform to easily reach
all your residents with the right message, in the
right language and the way they like to be
reached: on their smartphone. And it's up and
running in a day so you can use it just as quick.

Police & Fire Department

School

Utilities
Hello

The current power outrage
should be resolved within
two hours.

Mask policy changes for middle
schools begin tomorrow.

Communicate in over 130 native languages
for reaching diverse resident groups.

Higher Open Rates
Achieve open rates of up to 98% since text
messages get noticed and read.

One Communication Platform
Removes the complexity of managing email,
SMS, social media and newsletters.

Eliminates Unnecessary Admin Work
Greatly reduces hours spent doing manual tasks.

All City Departments Are Represented
Now essential city messages can reach the
right residents at the right time.

Parks & Recreation

Business

Department of Transportation
Bridge construction this
weekend will cause lane
closures and traffic rerouting.

Bluetooth beacons
can reach your residents
through proximity and indoor
location messages.

Today only: Get 20% off
our daily specials.

All city pools open this
Memorial Day.

